IRTSA SCRly ZONE MEETING HELD AT LALLAGUDA
WORKSHOP, SECUNDERABAD.
IRTSA SCR Zone organized a grand meeting at Lalaguda workshop on
1200Hrs.

11.2.2015 by

Around 350 supervising engineers from all sub units, WorkShop, STC, Diesel & Electric
loco Sheds, Engineering Workshop & 3 C&W depots attended the meeting.
Er. G.KrishnaRao, President/IRTSA SCR Zone, presided over the meeting.
Er..N.V.RamanaMurthy, Zonal Secty/SCR Zone welcomed the gathering and compiled
the entire event.
Earlier Sister Er.Sreesha SSE/LGD offered the prayer at the beginning of the meeting
and then a 2 minutes silence was observed as a mark of respect to Late Er.
K.Anjanayulu SSE/CB&UF/LGD, who died last month.
Er.PretamKumar, Er.Chandrashekar & Er.Srinivas of Lalaguda and Er.Prabhu
Charan SSE/CW, Er.Jairam Tirupathi WorkShop addressed the gathering.
Shri.E.Ramesh Sr.Org Secty/IRTSA has explained the position of court cases filed by
IRTSA at CAT, Chennai & CAT , Chandigarh. During his speech, he explained the IRTSA
representations to VII CPC during last one year including the oral evidence at Jodhpur. He
narrated the inaugural function of IRTSA Golden Jubilee Celebration held at ICF.
Er.E.Ramesh also explained about the Steering committee formed by Central President
with the volunteers from supervising engineers and its activities at ICF. He also narrated
about the IRTSA Golden Jubilee Cricket tournament involving IRTSA engineers of ICF &
S.Rly. He requested all supervising engineers to become the primary member of IRTSA
and to frequently visit IRTSA website to know the latest updates & to unite under the
umbrella of IRTSA.
Er..M.Shanmugam CP/IRTSA in his one hour inspiring speech, he expressed his
happiness on the large gatherings, out of which more than 60% are youngsters. He
explained briefly about the achievements of IRTSA over 49 years, he gave a target to the
Lallaguda workshop to enroll membership on or before 28.02.2015. For which all
members attended unanimously accepted the request. In his motivational speech,
CP/IRTSA explained the demands of IRTSA to VII Central Pay Commission. He requested
the Zonal unit to complete the membership in other areas by 31st March 2015.
Er.M.Shanmugam, Central President was also very happy due to the response from
the young engineers to join Whatsapp forum of CP/IRTSA.
Earlier the IRTSA team led by CP/IRTSA accompanied by Er..K.Shanmugavelu
Advisor/CEC/IRTSA, Er.E.Ramesh Sr.Org Secty/IRTSA, & Er.K.C Ramamurthy

were given a warm welcome at the entrance of the venue and all have been felicitated at
the meeting.
Er.N.V.Ramanamurthy conveyed thanks to the CP & his team for visiting Secunderabad
& updating the status to the SCR Engineers.
Meeting was followed by lunch.
Long Live IRTSA !!!

